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It is heart warming to witness
people coming
together with a
common purpose
for the public
good. This often
happens in the
tragic circumstances of some
disaster or outrage. However,
in Chichester
over the past six
months, diverse
groups and individuals have focused their efforts and worked
tirelessly to produce the first
Festival of Chichester, set to rise later
this month, phoenix-like from the ashes of the Chichester Festivities.
I have to say that last year as I read the
sad saga of the demise of the Festivities after nearly 40 years, I thought,
well that’s the end of that, and I was
somewhat sceptical when I heard of a
proposed new festival. However,
though the Festival of Chichester is yet
to start, I am prepared to admit that my
doubts have proved to be totally unfounded.
Flicking through the fifty pages of the
Festival’s brochure I’m amazed at the
wide variety of talks, concerts, exhibitions and other activities that our com-

munity has managed to assemble
in such a relatively
short period of
time.
Though there are
some well known
people performing, such as Andrew Motion,
Cherie Lunghi, Ian
Lavender, and
groups such as the
Hanover band, the
Festival has a real
local, grassroots
feel to it. Without
wishing to sound
too ‘Blairite’ it
really is the people’s festival.
I should stress that this article is not
designed to be a less than subtle plug
for the events that have been organised
by members of the Chichester Society
(for which there is detailed information elsewhere in the Newsletter).
However, I do hope that our members
will support the Festival in its first
year by attending a number of events.
So well done to Phil Hewitt and the
Chichester Observer, to Barry Smith,
Festival Co-ordinator, and to many
others, but most of all well done to the
people of Chichester for harnessing the
community spirit that makes Chichester such a special place. I hope we all
have a wonderful time.
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Your health at risk!
If you tread on a square, you’ll be swallowed by a bear ...
Did you ever play that children’s game? But the modern-day version in Chichester is more like “If you
don’t tread squarely in the middle of the paving stone,
you’ll end up in the gutter!”
Cracked paving stones and botched repairs which are
allowed to fester on for ages present edges and irregularities on which it is all too easy to trip. This may be
not too serious for children, who usually bounce up
again, but for old folk with brittle bones (Chichester
has a fair proportion of these) a trip and a fall can eas-

ily mean a spell in hospital and a long convalescence.
But while WSCC Highways must take some of the
blame for not being more active in protecting West
Sussex pedestrians, a larger measure must lie with the
people who crack the stones in the first place.
Step forward everyone who has parked on the pavement! Why is it more acceptable to block pedestrians
and put them at risk, than it is to park tidily in the
road? And it’s the weight of the cars and especially
lorries that break the paving stones in the first place.

A day out in Chichester
The saga of Mr & Mrs Lost who had hoped for a pleasant day out
First, a quick check on the information at the
Northgate car park. But then they find that the
promised disability loos at Priory Road (1),
whilst displaying a beautiful flower bed, are
CLOSED. They then head for the promised
1
free museum which they find CLOSED (2).
2
On along the Walls Walk to East Pallant disa4 3
bility loos (3), CLOSED but replaced by an
expensive flint wall. On to the promised tourist centre in South Street, can't find it and told
by a passer-by that it has been CLOSED (4).
Head for Tower Street but can't afford to visit
the new museum. Finally they hold their
noses when passing the greasy burger stall,
Above, the tourist infortrip over an 'A' board, and decide to go to Armation board at Northgate, out of date in respect undel instead. Brief look again at the tourist
board and find there is a Doll Museum shown
of numbered items in the
text. And while on this top- en route. After difficulty in locating Church
ic, dirty and faded boards Road, they find the museum is CLOSED, the
(as on the left) also give a church derelict and boarded up. 'That's the last
time we're coming to Chichester!'
poor welcome to the city.
Registered Charity No. 268055
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Hope at the end of the tunnel!
John Wichers reports on possible extensions to Centurion Way
The railway line that connected
Chichester to Midhurst was
opened in 1881, but closed to passenger traffic as long ago as 1935,
and to goods in 1957. The track
was finally demolished in 1993
and the track bed, tunnels and cuttings reverted to the land-owners’
uses or became overgrown.
In 1995, some far-thinking people
cleared the track and made a
“greenway”, which we know as
the Centurion Way, for walkers
and cyclists. Today, this takes you
from Chichester to Binderton using the old railway bed and then
alongside the A286 as far as West
Dean.
Now, after years of delay, there is
a fresh initiative to continue the
greenway or “railtrail” to connect
the Centurion Way to the South
Downs Way, thanks to the newlyformed South Downs National
Park Authority. Yes, and beyond
to Midhurst, using the original
Victorian railway track, including
tunnels! The good news is that

West Dean Estates, through whose
land much of the track runs, has
recently indicated enthusiasm for
the concept.
Let no one under-estimate the task
ahead, it will be a long job; considering landowners’ and farmers’
legitimate needs and wildlife protection, quite apart from the financing of such an undertaking.
The first move is to undertake a
feasibility study which has now
gone out to tender.

Above: there is encouragement
for our local project in the opening of the Two Tunnels cycleway,
which goes through the old
Combe Down tunnels near Bath.
The problem of the tunnels, as on
a Centurion Way extension, has
been countered by lighting which
is motion-sensitive (Google ‘Two
Tunnels’ for details)
Left: the Chichester to Midhurst
railway at Singleton station, as it
is after 80 years, showing the
amount of clearing needed before
a cycleway would be possible.

Puzzle Corner: Where’s
this sign? And more importantly, where’s the
footbridge?

Southgate; and no, the footbridge goes the other way, out
of the city centre!
ISSUE NUMBER 177~ JUNE 2013
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Selsey Willows - Fishermen at the Farmers’ Market
John Wichers concludes his series on the stalls to be seen on Fridays
Ron Connors runs the only fish
stall at Chichester Farmers’ Market, although he and his brother
Sean between them cover ten markets, as far away as Tunbridge
Wells!

But why is it ‘Willows’?
As the first part of the business’s
name suggests, they are Selsey
men, born and bred. But, why
“Willows”? I had never thought
to ask until I visited his beach-side
work place to get his story. “Ah,
well!” he replied with a smile,
“my brother Sean thought he’d
like a little rest from fishing, so
dreamt up the idea of selling our
lobster pots at the Chichester
Farmers’ Market. That was in
1998, when it first got going.... In
those days, of course, we made all
our own pots from willow canes.”
“First off, it was only lobster pots;
people bought them as garden ornaments mainly,” Ron recalls.
“Seeing other stalls selling garden
plants and shrubs gave Sean the
idea of using our surplus canes to
make and sell sweet-pea wigwams, hanging baskets and the
like for peoples’ gardens!”

Registered Charity No. 268055

From Pots to Fish
“Then, how come it’s now a fish
stall?” I pursued. “You see,” He
replied, “although we made all our
own crab and lobster pots, this
skill was really just a necessary
part of our main job – fishing....
and Sean, seeing there was no fish
being sold at the market, he got
permission from the Council to
bring a few crab and the occasional lobster to sell; they gave us the
‘go-ahead’, no problem, as it was
all part of what we did”.
Soon enough, by popular demand,
crab and wet fish became their
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main business, and within months
was the sole trade of “Selsey Willows”- but the name endured. As
testimony to this, along with the
old and broken lobster pots, there
is still a pile of cut willow canes at
Ron’s office down by the shore
slowly rotting away; a poignant
reminder of a lost craft. Even the
lobster pots are now entirely of
metal and polypropylene!

Early Days
From boyhood, Ron and Sean
both were destined for a life of
fishing. During the summer, each
day after school and in the holidays they were down at the beach,
helping Bill, a local fisherman, in
his 30ft fishing-boat “Bluebird”.
After leaving school, Ron and his
brother naturally graduated to being full-time fishermen. In those
days, inshore fishing was a summer activity. In the winter, Ron
recalls with a chuckle, “me and a
couple of mates earned a few bob
working as trainee slaughter men
in an Epsom slaughterhouse”!
At age 24 and now with several
years experience crewing in other
local boats, Ron’s father took out
a mortgage on the family home
4

form, daily clean and package
around 40kilos of crabmeat; firstly
by separating the inedible “dead
men’s fingers” and then dexterously scraping out the brown and
white meat from the body and
claws. Finally, Kerrie uses a specially designed hollow probe to
deliver a high pressure blast of air
forcing all the delicate white meat
from the legs. This method is
used sparingly as it can easily pulp
the meat.

and set his two sons up with a
brand new GRP fishing boat, built
in Lymington and aptly named
“We Three.” They sailed and
fished out of her for ten years until
sadly, in 1970, she broke her
moorings and was lost in a gale.

The First Boats
With the help of bank loans and
government “White Fish” grants,
the brothers then each bought their
own boats and continued fishing
independently until the 1990’s,
when Ron downsized to his current boat, “Silver Spray”, an 18ft
open vessel with a 10hp outboard.
He finds this much handier, as she
can be hauled up on Selsey beach
between fishing trips. Best of all,
she is equipped with a petrolengine driven winch; this allows
him to lift and drop his pots single
-handedly and that suits him fine.

the cleaning, separation and packaging of the crab meat, mostly for
selling on to the local pubs.

Tricks of the Trade
I was intrigued to understand how
they manage to keep a regular supply of fresh crab “on tap”. The
secret is that the crustaceans are
kept in the pots, located just off
the beach until required. They
remain there quite contentedly,
feeding off whatever drifts by plus
the odd bit of fish thrown in to the
pots each time they are lifted.

Day to Day Work
The two girls, Kerrie and Sheila,
smartly kitted out in white uni-

Apart from tending the pots and
keeping an eye on production, the
most demanding aspect of the Selsey Willows business is their market attendance. Almost every day,
one or other of the brothers is on
the road – though Sean being the
younger, takes care of the more
distant venues!

Up with Farmers’ Markets!
Ron is quite adamant in his assertion that Farmers’ Markets have
been a “Godsend” and without
which their business would have
been difficult to keep afloat!
Ron’s reply to my question “How about internet selling?” attests to the buoyancy of his enterprise: “We really don’t need it”,
is his confident rejoinder!

Mostly, he tends his 180 pots by
himself. This is sufficient to supply the compact operation that he
and Sean run with the help of two
skilled young ladies, Sheila and
Kerrie [Ron’s niece]. They do all
Photographs, clockwise from top
opposite: Ron with ‘Silver Spray’,
Sheila and Kerrie preparing the
crabs, Ron at the Market, and Ron
& Sean at the shop in Selsey
ISSUE NUMBER 177~ JUNE 2013
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A Saunter for a Summer Evening
David Wilson reviews some of our more local paths
To follow on from Jon Perks’ article on footpaths in the last newsletter, here is a selection of local footpath
walks for summer evenings. Each of them is ‘out-and-back’, so make them as long or as short as you please.
Halnaker Mill
Parking: in the lay-by on the left just through Halnaker village, a
little short of the end of the 40mph limit. (GR915086)
Directions: Take the track from the end of the lay-by which goes
straight on as the main road bears off to the right. At the top of
the rise, turn left and follow the field edge to the mill which is in
view. The mill is about ¾ mile from the lay-by.
Interest: The track is the old Roman Road, Stane Street, from
Chichester to London, and when the turnpike to Petworth was
built, the surveyors diverted its route so as to avoid the hill. Halnaker Mill is the subject of a melancholy poem by Hilaire Belloc,
“ Ha'nacker Hill is in Desolation / Ruin a-top and a field unploughed” – but it’s not as bad as that; the mill has been restored
even if not working. Fine panorama from the top.
Fishbourne Meadows
Parking: at the end of Fishbourne Road East, by the foot underpass under the A27 (GR 843046)
Directions: Go under the underpass, left to the crossing of
the A259, and down the track to Fishbourne Church. Here
there is a choice. (1) straight on, to the Mill Pond, and stop
for a drink in the village, or if more determined, keep the
pond on your left and walk through the reed beds
(impassable at high tide) to follow the seawall on the western edge of Fishbourne Creek (2) turn left through the
churchyard and down to the eastern edge of the Creek, perhaps as far as Dell Quay. From parking to the mill pond is
just over half a mile; to Dell Quay about 1¼ miles.
Interest: take your binoculars for bird watching. The millpond at Fishbourne was part of the Saltmill, so called
because it was one of the tidal mills common along the creeks of the south coast, and to distinguish it from
other mills nearby. Dell Quay was once the seventh largest port in Britain, but the last commercial use was in
the 1930s. See:
http://www.conservancy.co.uk/page/villages/351/#DQ
http://www.conservancy.co.uk/uploads/user_documents/Fb-pdfMills.pdf
a

Chichester Canal
Parking: anywhere near the Canal Basin.
Directions: scarcely needed for such a well-known path; just find the
towpath and keep going.
Interest: The main purpose of the canal was to provide an inshore route
from Portsmouth to London, so that cargoes could be moved in safety
during the Napoleonic Wars, and the Chichester arm was a side branch.
In the event, the canal wasn’t finished until after Napoleon was, and it
attracted little traffic beyond Chichester. You can still walk most of the
route of the canal from Hunston to Ford, after which it followed the line
of the Arun and Wey rivers, the latter still navigable. John Constable
painted a view of the canal and cathedral from Hunston, but took artistic
licence and put the cathedral on the wrong side of the canal!
Registered Charity No. 268055
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Chichester’s Lake District
Parking: On the B2145 Selsey Road, just south of the A27; lay-by on
left (GR 869036).
Directions: An obvious track between the lakes towards North
Mundham; about a mile before you have to turn back.
Interest: Again, lots of bird life. The gravel extracted from these pits
was washed off the Downs during the last Ice Age, and is part of the
deposits which fill a basin between the Downs and another rise in
the chalk surface south of Chichester which almost reaches ground
level (and can be seen in Highdown near Littlehampton and in
Portsdown).
Fordwater and Goodwood
Parking: at the end of Fordwater Road, either at the north
end of Summersdale (GR 864074) or by the track (also
confusingly called Fordwater Road) to the Lavant Sewage
Works, which comes out at the western end of the Lavant
Straight (GR864080).
Directions: From the Summersdale end, cross the Lavant
and go through the gate on the left; less than ½ mile up to
the Lavant Straight. Once there, go towards Goodwood
about 150 yards, and turn right on to the track just past a
house. This is the perimeter track for the aerodrome.
Interest: The bed of the Lavant alongside the first part of
the path was the old coach road to Midhurst and London –
by going through East Lavant you can pick it up again as
Chalkpit Lane which leads up to the Trundle. The airfield was built as a relief landing ground for RAF
Tangmere and called RAF Westhampnett, with 145Sqn and 602Sqn based here during the Battle of Britain.
From 1942 it was used as a fighter base by the US Army Air Force. Do this walk soon, in case this part of the
Lavant valley gets built on!
Centurion Way
Parking and directions surely not needed! But, for a change, about
½ mile north of its southern end, take the track which leads across
the fields westwards to Salthill Lane.
Interest: The Chichester to Midhurst Railway was opened in 1881
to improve access to London. The line included 3 tunnels and 8
stations, the most notable being Singleton due to its proximity to
Goodwood Racecourse. The railway’s decline started with the
withdrawal of passenger services in 1935 and the line north of Lavant was closed completely in 1957. The section between Lavant
and Chichester was then used for the transportation of sugar beet
and gravel. However, this ceased in 1991 and the tracks were removed in 1993. The track bed was converted into a cycle path as
far as Lavant in 1995, and on to Binderton in 2001. Again, walk
this now in case Whitehouse Farm, adjacent to Centurion Way, is
developed with 1000+ houses. Ominously, WSCC plans show the southern end of Centurion Way as a possible route for a western relief road.
Cycling: Besides Centurion Way and the Canal towpath, the route through the Lakes and that around the
Goodwood airfield are bridle paths and can be cycled – the latter needs a mountain bike, though.
Photographs, top left to bottom right: Halnaker Mill, Sunset at Fishbourne Meadows, Tern fishing over the
Canal Basin, Swan on East Lake, Catching minnows at Fordwater, ‘Road gang’ sculpture on Centurion Way
ISSUE NUMBER 177~ JUNE 2013
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A New Departure in Education for Chichester
Helen Humphry, Project Leader, explains what we can expect to see
In September of this year,
Chichester Free School will open
its doors for the first time. The
school will temporarily be located
on Vinnetrow Road in Chichester,
subject to planning approval. It
will eventually cater for the needs
of pupils between the ages of 4
and 19 years of age.
It has been set up by a group of
parents, governors and education
professionals, in order to meet the
demands of local parents in
Chichester and the surrounding
area who want more choice when
it comes to deciding where to send
their children to school.

What is a Free School?
A free school might be an unfamiliar concept for some readers; in
a nutshell it is a state school, run
in the same way as an academy
which has increased control over
things such as the curriculum,
length of term and teachers pay.
Often cited as the flagship policy
of the education secretary, Michael Gove, free schools were approved in the 2010 Academies
Act. There are an anticipated 114
opening this year, to add to the 55
that opened in September last
year.

will be published in league tables.
They must abide by the national
admissions code and operate a fair
admissions process.

Choice for parents
As with anything, free schools
have not been free from criticism,
with some commentators claiming
that they will further enhance a
two tier system and benefit comparatively few children. In
Chichester, though, the school has
been established in order to try
and address the lack of choice that
many are faced with when making
one of life’s most important choices. The current secondary education provision in Chichester consists of a high school for boys, a
high school for girls and a coeducational faith school. Chichester Free School has a fair and
transparent admissions policy

which does not include a catchment area as it believes families
should have freedom of choice.
Unlike all the other schools in the
local area, it does not want a family’s background, location or faith
to be a barrier to their child’s success.

A strong philosophical basis
With Guy Martyn leaving his post
at Bristol Grammar School to take
over the reins at Chichester Free
School, it will very soon become
part of educational landscape. Established with the vision to Nurture, Challenge, Inspire; the Free
School aims to forge strong links
with the wider community, whilst
boosting a child’s practical skills
by offering a wide range of cocurricular activities that will enhance learning in places beyond
the classroom.

How does funding work?
£50 million was set aside by the
Government for the free schools
programme in the Spring of 2011
and it was later announced that a
further £600 million had been allocated towards building further
schools. That said, free schools
are the same as any other state
school and receive no additional
funding for day to day running.
Free schools, like other schools,
are answerable to Ofsted and their
SATS, GCSE and A Level results
Registered Charity No. 268055

The temporary premises for the Free School, off Vinnetrow Lane
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It is hoped that this unique approach will motivate children to
see beyond the classroom and
pave the way for them to lead fulfilling lives, by having a clear understanding of the importance of
personal and employability skills
alongside a successful academic
career.

Dinnertime at a typical Free School
Built upon four virtues of temperance, wisdom, justice and courage; which originate from ancient
Greek philosophy, Chichester
Free School will run an all
through system that will see pupils undertake both their primary
and secondary education at the
school, as well as A levels beyond
that if they wish. A vertical house
system will also be in place,
which, it is hoped, will promote
healthy competition and see pupils
learn to work as part of a team.

Philosophy in practice
Slightly unusually, you may think,
pupils and staff will dine together
at lunch times, eating a healthy,
hot meal. The reasoning behind

ISSUE NUMBER 177~ JUNE 2013

this is so that pupils will be able to
practice good table manners, valuable conversation skills as well as
developing good relationships
with their teachers.
The free school will run a Community and Skills Curriculum
which will see pupils encouraged
to participate in things like community projects and volunteer
schemes. This introduction to
community involvement is aimed
at students taking their first steps
towards being responsible and active members of their neighbourhood. The school is also forging
links with companies and organisations so that children are able to
meet and learn from inspiring individuals.

As the summer draws nearer, so
too does the completion of the detailed education plans and recruitment of teachers, for it won’t be
long until an exciting new, community school will open in this
corner of West Sussex.
For information ring 01243
850544 or look online at
www.chichesterfreeschool.org.uk
STATISTICS
89 Free Schools were approved in
2011 and 102 in 2012. Of the 102:
 59 are being set up by teachers
or educational organisations,
and 43 by parents or community groups.
 85 are mainstream schools,
including 40 primary, 28 secondary and 10 all-through age
range schools.
Below: Guy Martyn, the head
teacher appointed for 2013; and
left: the team who are setting up
the new school.

Read other issues on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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Your Society’s reponse to the Draft Local Plan
We would have done it differently!
These representations have been sent to CDC via their
website, in more extended versions and more formally
than presented here, but this is the gist of it.

The nightmare of replying
First of all, your Committee decided to comment on
policies as a whole. There are enough of these, 54 in
fact, but if you reckon an average of 20 paragraphs to
each policy, there are over 1000 possible headings. We
think it is quite unreasonable of CDC to expect the ordinary public to master a document in such detail, let
alone for everyone to come to terms with portals and
passwords, the only way that they would guarantee to
take notice of representations. We have made this point
to them, stressing that unless they can be sure of taking
into account simple written replies, the consultation exercise will be imperfect.

The basic assumption of housing numbers
This is presented in Policy 4, Housing Provision. We
think that the total number provided for should not include extensive provision for those who want to live in
Chichester but work at some distance. Both public and
private transport are at full stretch in Sussex, and travelling large distances to work is the opposite of the Government’s vaunted philosophy of sustainability. In addition, it is doubtful that retirees, supposedly another
group who will want new houses in Chichester, will
prefer homes at some distance from central facilities.
It is difficult to establish how much housing demand
would be decreased by downplaying the Draft Plan’s
priorities, but we have suggested that 350 homes per
year, not 395, could well be justified as an upper limit.
However, we think that provision of affordable homes
for local people is a justifiable priority. While accepting
that at the moment developers may not be able to manage a high percentage, we think that the CDC target of
30% affordable housing should be regarded as provisional, and the possibility of upgrading the target
should be included. We have made this suggestion in
our response to Policy 35.
The Ages of Chichester, from top; built-up areas in red.
1795: Chichester as the nucleus plus a few scattered villages.
1933: Only a little extra; some extensions to the city, and development along the railway line.
2000: Chichester has grown substantially, and nearby villages are also swelling.
2029, CDC proposal: As much again as since 1933; the villages are coalescing with Chichester.
For copyright reasons, the two most recent maps can only be published here as sketches.
Registered Charity No. 268055
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Where should new homes go?

However, there are other improvements which make
new developments pleasant places to live, rather
than just places to inhabit. These include health facilities, bus routes and cycleways, schools and open
spaces.

Perhaps the most disappointing aspect of the Draft
Plan is the way in which it claims to be ‘strategic’.
A proper strategic plan would look at the way in
which West Sussex and neighbouring Hampshire
are developing. As it is, District Councils have too
small an area to look at, and can do no better than
take developers’ schemes and see how best to fit
them to a local plan.

We have drawn attention to instances in which we
consider that the need for these has been understated, or that their desirability has been expressed in
terms so vague that the necessary provision could
easil be ignored. In many cases, a binding commitment from the developer would be appropriate; in
others, the council will need to be active in chasing
up the promise. For example, a cycleway from
Graylingwell was promised; it hasn’t happened yet,
even though Graylingwell is on to Phase 5.

The effect of this is a rolling build across the whole
of the Coastal Plain, a version of the much-derided
interwar ’Ribbon Development’ writ large. Even
now there is a continuous and frequently anonymous built-up area stretching from Southampton to
Newhaven, with most of the significant gaps near
Chichester.
Developers, with a few honourable exceptions, prefer greenfield sites, despite looming pressure on
food supplies. They prefer to rely on and build close
to existing towns without the cost of creating new
infrastructure. The towns themselves become gridlocked and submerged in suburbia.
We think that if Whitehouse Farm is the answer,
then it must have been a silly question. Besides the
strictures above, it has the worst access to the A27,
the costliest solution to sewage disposal and the
smallest gap to a neighbouring community.
Westhampnett is scarcely better, though there is
room for some development without encroaching
too far into the lower Lavant valley.

We think that ‘masterplanning’ with involvement of
the community is the most effective way of ensuring
that facilities are not overlooked. This process has
been effective in planning both Shopwyke and
Graylingwell.
The above points have been made in replying to
Policy 7 (Masterplanning), Policy 9 (Infrastructure
provision), Policy 14 (Transport strategy), Policy 51
(Green Infrastructure) and Policy 53 (Open space
and recreation).

Nurturing a vibrant city centre
Policy 47 is concerned with Heritage. We think this
would be a good opportunity for CDC to incorporate
its guidelines on City Centre Development more formally. The unique character of the city centre has
suffered from from the wish of retailers to modify
their shopfronts and signage without regard to their
location in the Conservation Area.

In our opinion, if we have to have houses, the best
place is at Shopwyke Lakes, a brownfield site, and
then an expanded development at Tangmere, the
site with by far the best possibilities for public and
private transport and infrastructure. This could ensure a population of a proper size to attract community facilities, utilise brownfield areas surplus to
horticultural enterprises, and avoid the danger of
suburban creep.

Another policy affecting the city centre is Policy 29
(Out of centre retail sites). In this case we maintain
the need to preserve a vibrant and vital city centre is
best served by a presumption that proposals for edge
-of-city sites must be viewed critically, and that any
for a site completely out of the city should be refused.

This forms the basis of our reply to Policies 16, 18
and 19 (choice of sites) and Policy 48 (Natural environment).

Community infrastructure is vital

A use for a brownfield site?

Everyone is familiar with the twin problems of the
A27 and sewage disposal, and we think that as these
will be exacerbated under the Plan, the developers
and especially windfall landowners should contribute in large measure to mitigate them.

We note that the Planning Inspectorate have queried
WSCC’s proposed use of the WWII oil depot for
waste disposal (on the corner of the A27 and Bognor
Road), citing the Society’s comments. We have taken the opportunity to suggest this site for industrial
development under Policy 12.

ISSUE NUMBER 177~ JUNE 2013
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What you said to us about that Plan!
David Wilson summarises your replies and picks out some of the highlights
Many thanks to everyone who sent
in their views and suggestions.
Obviously with more than 500
members there is never going to be
total agreement, but here are some
of the points more commonly
raised.
“I have seen so many of our lovely green areas disappear during
my lifetime; the Westgate Fields
where we could run knee-high in
buttercups, watch water voles and
fish for sticklebacks, now, sadly,
mostly mown and often litterstrewn; the Wellington Fields,
now the East Broyle Estate; the
Water Meadows (now called the
Barnfield Site) which will soon
all be developed.”
D.O.

The number of houses
There was a general air of resignation to the idea that Chichester had
to expand by some 30% locally to
meet government requirements for
housing. However, the majority
did appreciate that local people,
and particularly younger people
needed somewhere to live. The
consensus seemed to be on a figure slightly below the 395 of the
Draft Plan.
Allied to the need to provide for
the younger generation, it was
widely felt that CDC should stick
to its guns and try to keep the target of 40% affordable housing, not
decrease it as much as developers
might like. Some members would
like to discourage houses bought
as second homes by taxing them as
highly as possible. Thus houses
would not be standing empty while
greenfields were being built on.

Brownfield first!
There was general agreement that
brownfield sites should be built on
Registered Charity No. 268055

first, many responders referring to
the need to keep arable land in
food production in the future.
Most people wanted to develop
one site at a time, keeping their
fingers crossed that it might in the
end not prove necessary to build
quite as many houses as currently
predicted.
In
this
respect,
Whitehouse Farm was rated the
worst site to develop, not only taking up the most agricultural land,
but also having the worst road
communications, the most expensive additional infrastructure, most
conspicuous in the countryside and
destroying one of the few remaining gaps along the coastal plain.
“If we wanted to live in an urban
sprawl, which we do not, then
obviously there is plenty of
choice within reasonable distance
from Chichester! So let's try and
protect all that makes Chichester
special, both for ourselves and for
future generations”
G. & K.S.
Both Tangmere, and a site not in
the plan, at Drayton, were put forward for greater development on
the scale of a new sustainable
village. Members preferred a new
nucleus to spreading suburbia.

Paying for infrastructure
This was the topic that took up
most space in the replies received.
There was a strong demand for the
costs of infrastructure to be paid
for out of the windfall in terms of
increase in land value accruing
once planning permission had
been granted, and not to fall on
existing residents.
It was felt that the Draft Plan particularly underestimated the need
for the extra health facilities which
would be needed especially if, as
seems likely, Chichester continues
THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY NEWSLETTER

“It is not enough to just build
homes with cycle paths and
green patches and good drains ....
all these inhabitants need
DOCTORS and NURSES in
local practices”
A.J.
to attract retired people. However
it was pointed out that development would counter any suggestion of downgrading St Richards!

Transport plans don’t work
Links to the A27 and improvement
of the A27 itself were considered
vital to prevent the gridlock, already bad enough at certain times,
from becoming commonplace. A
few people were sceptical about
attracting much new employment
to Chichester, which would make
access to the A27 even more important.
“It is wishful thinking on the part
of CDC that people will travel by
bus or bicycle to work or to shop,
especially in view of the cost of
travelling by bus, unless with a
bus pass, and cycling is too dangerous with no dedicated and
SAFE cycle paths.”
M.K.
Other measures to reduce the city
centre being overwhelmed by cars
were also discussed. Park-andRide was a popular option, as were
good bus services. Here the contradiction between CDC plans for
development further out from the
city and WSCC plans for reducing
bus subsidies stood out. And, as
several people said, not everyone
can cycle or would do so in the
absence of dedicated cycleways all
the way into the centre.
There was some disappointment
that not more emphasis was put on
rail services, and some suggested
re-opening the station at Drayton.
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Independents’ Day in Chichester
Celebrating Chichester’s Independents on 4th July
Join us in Chichester on Thursday 4th July to celebrate the independent stores which epitomise the
uniqueness the city is famous for. We will be showcasing what Chichester has to offer in its independent
shops with reams of bunting signalling outlets which
are family owned or run and ready to welcome you
with a friendly smile and personal service. Some will
have special offers running throughout the day, so do
make a point of visiting them all!
To add to the festive atmosphere of the day, buskers
will be providing entertainment throughout the city,
our community chess tables will be out (weather permitting!) plus our uniformed BID buddies will be
happy to direct you to the independent businesses Take a look at our website for a list of independent
shops joining in with the celebrations and we very
you’re looking for.
much look forward to welcoming you to Chichester on
4th July!
For more information about Chichester and the businesses and events it has to offer, please visit
www.chichesterbid.co.uk/events

Above: Crane Street full of flourishing independents.
Top: Little London Walk where there are problems.

STOP PRESS!
Congratulations to the Festival Theatre for scooping
four of the prestigious Olivier awards at the ceremony on 28 April - Best Actor and Best Actress for
Michael Ball and Imelda Staunton in Sweeney Todd,
itself the Best Musical Revival; and Goodnight, Mister Tom in the Entertainment and Family category.

What you said on the Draft Local Plan - continued
Some radical ideas
Take your pick!
 Put WSCC offices out of town
and turn County Hall into
housing
 Look at how untrammelled
development has led Ireland
and Spain to disaster
 A northern by-pass now!

in addition to sessions at which
those who had a serious interest
could ask questions and get definitive answers.

And finally

Replies suggest that there should
have been a more effective summary available, shorn of planning
jargon, and the less said about
mastering the website with its requirement to comment only on
individual paragraphs the better!

CDC Planning had novel ideas
about publicity at sporting events
to draw in people who would not
normally look at a Draft Plan
However, these should have been

“They [CDC] are making it as
difficult as possible by requiring
a separate form to be completed
for every paragraph …”
A.B.
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We are not alone!
“ … a reliance on huge greenfield
sites … The council has ended up
ceding control to a handful of
builders who own these strategic
sites.”
“As for Horsham town, there is
still land available in the built-up
area for new housing, including
the re-use of brownfield sites.
What would be hugely damaging
would be another large strategic
site tacked on to our boundary”
Horsham Society Newsletter
April 2013

Read other issues on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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Relaxing planning controls may lead to more friction, not less!
Cedric Mitchell, a member of your Executive, reviews the practical consequences
In its infinite wisdom the government recently reviewed the planning process for small developments by householders. The object of this exercise is to reduce
red tape and speed up the planning
process.

Permitted Development
If you live in a house, you may
normally carry out a number of
minor forms of development without the need to apply for formal
planning permission. This is
known as ‘permitted development’ (PD). Permitted development limits are set by Parliament
and apply nationally. This does
not apply to flats or maisonettes,
as they do not have any PD rights.

surrounding the house (to cover
garages, sheds etc)
F: Hard surfaces surrounding the
house (driveways etc).
G: Installation, alteration or replacement of chimneys and pipes
H: Installation or replacement of
satellite dishes
(always given that the total area of
ground covered by the extension
does not exceed 50% of the total
area of the curtilage, i.e. the enclosed area around the house)

But there are exceptions

These rights cover such things as
modest extensions to the structure
of the house, in these classes:

PD rights do not exist in conservation areas or in areas covered by
an Article 4 direction (which can
remove specific or all PD rights)
nor do they apply to Listed buildings. To date Chichester District
Council does not have areas covered by Article 4 directions.

A: Enlargements, improvements
or alterations / extensions.
B: Additions / alterations to roofs
(loft conversions)
C: Other roof alterations (such as
insertion of rooflights)
D: Erection of a porch
E: Erection of buildings on land

So if your property is not covered
by the restrictions mentioned
above you can develop at will
providing you abide strictly by the
limits imposed by the PD rules
set out in the technical guidance
issued by the Department for
Communities and Local Govern-

ment. And of course you must apply for approval under Building
Regulations. That all sounds very
reasonable ...

And drawbacks abound
So what is the downside? Everyone would like life to be simpler
after all. Well yes, but simplicity
can have its own problems. Normally you would expect the planning officer and perhaps the planning committee to ensure that
your application complies with the
various planning policies, and
then to check that the design is
sympathetic to the existing property and not “un-neighbourly”.
For example if your property is in
an urban area it should ideally fit
in visually with nearby properties.
Unfortunately the loophole in PD
is that there is no requirement to
take account of the factors just
mentioned provided that your development sticks closely to the
limitations imposed by the PD
Regulations. These were to be extended considerably in the interests of predicted growth in the
construction industry.

Left: a 3m long extension, allowed even in a conservation area under present Permitted Development
rules. Right, the 6m extension which would become legal under the Bill currently before Parliament unless this Bill is amended at a later reading, as promised, to take account of neighbours’ objections.
Diagrams © and used by kind permission of www.planningjungle.com
Registered Charity No. 268055
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The diagram on the opposite page shows a possible example of
a legal extension, allowed under the proposed. extension of PD

A rebellion in Parliament
However, a substantial number of MPs, perhaps influenced by
a campaign by Civic Voice, the umbrella organisation for
Amenity Societies, realised the possibilities for local discord
and voted against the Bill. Thus, although the Bill passed a second reading, the Communities Secretary, Eric Pickles, has now
promised amendments.

An alteration which is legal under existing
Permitted Development’ rules, before
(top) and after (bottom) large loft extensions were added. By permission of
www.planningjungle.com.

These are only in outline as we go to press, but imply that if
new build comes under PD then neighbours must be consulted.
This consultation may apply in all cases, or maybe only those
in excess of what is currently allowed (it is not yet clear). If
neighbours object, then the local councillor, and not the Planning Department, may decide. The Government says that this
is devolving decision-making to a local level; opponents say
that the system would be inconsistent and open to abuse.

A Chichester example - it does happen!
Recently there was an application for a roof extension on a
house literally across the road from, but outside the conservation area. (See the bottom pair of diagrams). This proposal
would have been even more conspicuous than the one in the
top diagram, as it was on an end house overlooking the road.
The proposal fell outside PD rules, not because of size or conservation area interest, but because the inclusion of an external
staircase. After consideration, the council refused permission.
However, under the proposed PD revision, a straightforward
roof extension, as in the lower of the bottom pair of diagrams,
would be legal. Under current PD rights, the extension would
probably have to be a little smaller than shown, and in ‘a similar material’. Under the new proposed rules, larger extensions
are permissible, and any material, even stark white plastic cladding is allowed.

Below, top: a drawing of a planning proposal submitted to CDC but refused;
bottom; a similar extension which was intended to become legal under proposed
legislation

Could it really happen?
Next time you go up to London by train, take a look out of the
window as you pass through Balham. Then you will see what a
combination of Permitted Development, housing pressure and
‘keeping up with the Joneses’ can achieve!
This being Chichester, we hope that any householder with
ideas about extensions would anyway at least talk to the neighbours and reach an acceptable solution. The planning process,
when all is said and done, is only meant to be a formal method
for achieving agreement.
Note: there is no suggestion that the owner of the house involved was doing anything other than going through a proper
planning process, or that they would avoid any neighbourhood
consultation which may be provided for in the new regulations.
ISSUE NUMBER 177~ JUNE 2013
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The City’s new Festival has lift-off
Your Society is entering into the spirit of the Festival by offering three different events
The three events arranged by the Chichester Society
to help kick off the new-style Festival are described
below. Do support not only our events but the rest of
the Festival as well. The full programme will be
published in the Observer, tickets will be on sale in
the Box Office in the Cathedral Shop or online at
www.chichestertickets.co.uk . We are sorry that it is
not possible to offer discounted tickets to members
except as shown.
40th Birthday Concert
St John’s Chapel, St John’s
Street at 7.30 pm Fri 28th June
Tickets £12 or £10 concessions.
Come and celebrate the Society’s
40th birthday by enjoying a
summer recital performed for us
by the local Quillet Quartet (who
members will remember have
previously played for the Society
at Chichester’s Edes House). The
programme includes a new work
by Chichester composer Neil
Sands commissioned to mark this
anniversary.
Divertimento in D, K136
Mozart
Quartet in C, Op. 76 No 3
Haydn
Salut d’Amour
Elgar
Chanson de Nuit
Elgar
Fantasia on Old Hampshire
Folk Songs
Neil Gardener
Tolling bells, rolling hills
Neil Sands

The Mayor,
Anne Scicluna,
launching the
new Festival of
Chichester
EVENTS SPONSORED BY THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY
Surprises in Family History

Walk the Chalkstones

Pallant Suite (the Freemasons’
Hall) at 2 pm, Wed 26th June

West Dean Gardens at
1.15 pm, Sat 29th June

Tickets £5

Tickets £5 (must be bought in
advance) + pay your bus fare
(to Cocking Hill, walk back)

David Wilson will explain some
of the different ways he used to
compile his family history, and
some of the surprises found
there; people who, variously,
served in Egypt under Allenby;
trekked across the Great Plains
with the Mormons, took an entire
iron rolling mill to New Zealand,
and are remembered in nursery
rhymes!

The Chalkstones Trail was devised in 2002 by Andy Goldsworthy, with 14 chalk ‘snowballs’ along a trail over the
Downs. We will see how they
have ‘melted’ in the meantime.
For reasonably fit people – 6
miles over hilly rough ground.

A pay-bar will be available during the interval
PLUS AN EVENT FOR YOUR DIARY - OUR 40TH ANNIVERSARY LUNCH
Full details will appear in the September Newsletter but make a note in your diary now!
The lunch will be held on Friday 18 October at the Chichester College Goodwood Restaurant, beginning
with a drinks reception at 12.30 pm followed by a three-course menu to include wine and ending with
coffee, tea and sweetmeats. The cost will be £21.50 per head, by advance ticket only. The menu will be
given in the September Newsletter so that members can confirm their selection when applying for tickets.
Registered Charity No. 268055
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A book to give many years of pleasure
Judith Wichers looks through a fine collection of contemporary paintings of the
South Downs compiled by Christine and Terry Timblick
A PICTURE OF THE SOUTH DOWNS
The foreword by Lord Egremont, who has known this
area from earliest childhood to present day, describes
well the essence of this book; a publication compiled
by Cicestrian co-authors and Chichester Society
members, Terry and Christine Timblick.
The “Forerunners,” leading painters of the 18th – 20th
centuries, such as Turner and Constable, dominate the
initial pages, but most of the book is dedicated to contemporary artists from across the South Downs.
Their respective techniques, whether in oil, watercolour or other forms, express the intriguing diversity
that exists in this ancient landscape. An informative
précis accompanies each artist, giving a personal insight to their varied lives and individual skills.
Here are illustrations depicting the changing mood of
the seasons; the winter panoramas in particular, show
the natural earthy shades of the land and our native
trees in their skeletally elegant form. The landscapes
of the Western Downs, the contrasting open slopes
and coastal scenes further east, all remind us what we
have to be thankful for living in this crowded island.
The South Downs, now with National Park status, has
long been an inspirational place. Within these pages,
there is something for everyone with an affinity for
these rolling, uncluttered hills and spectacular views.

A Picture of the South Downs, T & C Timblick,
Publishers: Halstar, sales at www.halsgrove.com
ISBN 9781 906690 441
£34.99
The painting of Amberley Mount (front cover) is,
for me, a particularly evocative scene. My father
trained as a student farmer at North Stoke before the
war, returning there to farm many years later. He
too, was an accomplished water colourist and painted a similar scene, now in our possession.
An outlay of £34.99 for this book is quite justifiable.
It is a book that will give many years of pleasure
both to the casual browser and the serious student.

This month’s Committee Member
Rodney Chambers is also much associated with the Sussex countryside
Rodney Chambers was born in Kent
but had a peripatetic childhood. After university he spent 28 years in
education in England and Tanzania,
starting as a Latin master and retiring as Director of Community Education for the north part of Kirklees.
In 1992 he moved to Chichester,
fulfilling a long-held ambition to
live in a city he had come to know
and love while at summer schools at
the old Bishop Otter College.
He spent 10 years in financial services before retiring for a second
time and plunging into voluntary
and charitable work - first at the
ISSUE NUMBER 177~ JUNE 2013

Weald and Downland Museum but
for the past 6 years with CPRE Sussex of which he is currently Branch
Chairman. He also enjoys choral
singing – he and his wife are members of the choir of St Paul’s.
He sees the protection of rural England and the preservation of the
unique character of our cathedral city
(as of many other market towns in
Sussex) as two sides of the same
coin. The creeping suburbanisation
currently threatening us would desecrate the countryside and destroy the
balance of an historic town-centre
and vibrant community.

Read other issues on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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Forty eventful years for the Chichester Society
John Templeton trawls the Society’s Newsletters for memories of the past
Following the address of our founder
David Goodman to the Citizens of
Chichester on 1st October 1973 (see
March newsletter) a lively debate led
to an overwhelming call to form a new
pro-active group. It was decided then
and there to call it the Chichester Society with David Goodman as chairman
and Tim Rooth as secretary. Events
then moved rapidly.

Rapid early growth
By Christmas the membership had
reached 1,000. A petition against the
proposed demolition of all the terraced houses along the south-east side
of Orchard Street for the dual carriageway ring road and against a major
shopping development at Chapel /
Crane Street had obtained nearly 2000
signatures. Volunteers traipsed from
house to house seeking further support
and Lord Bessborough (Chairman of
the CFT Trust) agreed to be our Patron. Newsletter No 2 commented: 'a
vital aspect of sheer numbers is the
wealth of knowledge, expertise or
simple availability of people for jobs.
We are not going to save Chichester or
indeed embark on any constructive
programme for the future without the
most severe trials of our patience, energy and endurance.'

Top-down developments
In March 1974 Newsletter No 3 reported that the Northgate gyratory had
been opened through St Paul's churchyard, the Chapel/Crane Street area had
been bulldozed for a superstore, and
the County Council was about to demolish a former primary school in
New Park Road, surplus to requirements and zoned as a public open
space.
The newsletter observed that 'across
the country there was now a more
serious regard for the principle of public participation in planning decisions
Registered Charity No. 268055

The sonnet written by the poet Christopher Fry for the Society in 1974
and a new philosophy which encouraged flexibility rather than rigid adherence to programmed development.
But in Chichester, developments were
still controlled by an inflexible Statutory Town Map produced by the County
Council in 1966 in conjunction with
Chichester City Council. This specified exactly what was to take place,
where and when. The City Council
itself had no planning officer and there
was no conservation area advisory
committee although the city centre had
been designated as a conservation area
in 1969.

Council re-organisation
On 1st April 1974 the reorganization of
local government took place throughout the country. Chichester District
Council was created, taking over local
planning powers from the city council
and employing a qualified District
Planning Officer with qualified staff.
But the WSCC Town Map continued
to act as a straightjacket for all development.
THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY NEWSLETTER

In July 1974, Newsletter No 5 reported
two momentous events. Firstly, the
former school in New Park Road,
which was being used as a temporary
home for a number of community
groups, was declared to be in a poor
condition and should be demolished as
soon as possible. Although the site was
proposed as a public open space, the
Society joined forces with the five
community groups who had been given notice to quit and presented a case
for its retention and restoration for
community uses. The fledgling District Council felt powerless to argue
with the County Council against the
open space designation though acknowledging that this would be an
ideal location for a community centre
for the City.

Our first success!
After an independent professional survey had found that the basic structure
was sound, District Councillor Tony
French agreed to lead the campaign to
save the building. Chichester Society
18

The historic Town Meeting
The second event of the Society's first
year was the Town Meeting held in
the Cathedral on 21st June 1974. This
was thought to be the first such meeting since the Middle Ages and the
idea of Canon Keith Walker, ViceChairman of the Society and Precentor of Chichester Cathedral. It was
chaired by the Dean of Chichester,
Walter Hussey. It was intended as a
call to WSCC to suspend the Chichester Town Map and to take a new look
at the way in which the city should
grow, with the participation of its citizens.
Speakers of national status were invited to present their views. These were
Margaret Rule, renowned archaeologist; William Whitfield, a leading
London architect; Professor Asa
Briggs, Historian and Dean of Sussex
University; local author Bernard

Price; as well as Dean Hussey and
David Goodman. Christopher Fry
wrote a sonnet for the occasion, which
was recited by actress Dame Irene
Worth. As David Goodman recalled,
'the effect was so magical that she was
asked to read it a second time!' The
speakers were very diverse and hugely impressive, covering not only
Chichester's own problems but casting
light on the whole process of urban
development in historic cities.

Did you know the City in 1974?
From top: Shippams from Eastgate; St Martin’s tearooms; Tannery, House in Westtgate

committee member George Appleby
was elected Chairman of the newlyformed New Park Community Association. The District Council, now the
owner, granted a seven year lease to
the Association. The rest is history!

A group to be listened to
It was estimated that some 1,500 people attended the meeting and the cathedral was packed to the aisles. City
and District Councilors were present
but apparently none from the County
Council. The meeting was well reported in the local and national press.
The event had certainly been well
attended. In David's words: 'the Society can no longer be described as a
vociferous minority but as a responsible group to be respected and listened
to'
How well I remember that long summer day nearly forty years ago!

This is how the Town Meeting of 1974 appeared in the Society’s Newsletter: left to right, the people are Margaret Rule, Bernard Price, William Whitfield, Professor Asa Briggs and Dean Walter Hussey
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